
 

 

 
 
 
The graph below shows the percentage of consumer satisfaction among consumers using different shopping methods, based on a 
survey of 500 consumers. 
  
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make comparisons where relevant. 

Shopping Methods: Effects On Consumer Satisfaction (Base: 500 consumers) 

 
 



 

 

Your original answer 
 
The graph illustrates consumer satisfaction on different shopping methods using 500 consumers as baseline for the survey.  
 
Of all the shopping methods used by 500 consumers, buying privately from friends and family ranked the highest in consumer 
satisfaction at 75% followed by shopping in local stores at 65%. While 45% of the consumers responded positively on internet 
shopping, 58% on the other hand were positive on supermarket shopping.  
 
For a negative satisfaction the internet ranked the highest from the respondents followed by shopping from supermarkets. 
Meanwhile, local shopping and private shopping both has the same value on neutrally satisfied consumers. Supermarket and 
internet shopping is slightly higher in neutrally satisfied consumers.  
 
In conclusion, the consumers are more satisfied on local and supermarket shopping maybe due to the reason of accessibility and 
the rapport they have established from their preferred sellers or stores. It is then noted that consumers prefer to shop in accordance 
to their own convenience. 
 
 
Your corrected answer 
 
The graph illustrates consumer satisfaction on with different shopping methods using 500 consumers as a baseline for the survey.  
 
Of all the shopping methods used by the 500 consumers, buying privately from friends and family ranked the highest in consumer 
satisfaction at 75% followed by shopping in local stores at 65%. While 45% of the consumers responded positively on to internet 
shopping, around 58% on the other hand were positive on about supermarket shopping.  
 
For a In terms of negative satisfaction the internet ranked the highest from among the respondents, followed by shopping from 
supermarkets. Meanwhile, local shopping and private shopping both has had about the same value on of neutrally satisfied 
consumers (just under 10%). Supermarket and internet shopping is were / scored slightly higher in relation to neutrally satisfied 
consumers.  
 



 

 

In conclusion, the consumers are were more satisfied on with local and supermarket shopping, maybe due to the reason of 
accessibility and the rapport they have established from their preferred sellers or stores. It is can then be noted that consumers 
prefer to shop in accordance to with their own convenience. 
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Marking Key 
 
 

Writing  
Criteria Descriptor S G VG Ex Areas to Improve / Further practice 

Task  
Achievement  

how effectively the key 
features have been identified   ü  

Your report focuses on the task and presents an 
overview. You select important information and 
provide statistics. 

More contrasting of data in your description would 
improve the response. 

how effectively the key 
features have been illustrated 
and reported 

 ü   

 
Coherence  
and 
Cohesion 
 
 

how well the information and 
ideas are organised   ü   

 

You have structured the report logically and used 
some linking devices. Consider expanding your 
paragraphs to compare the statistics more. how well the information is 

linked    ü  

Lexical  
Resource 

the range of vocabulary used 
and how accurately it is used  ü   

Your vocabulary is appropriate to the task. Keep 
working on including more variety of expression.  

5-5.5 = Satisfactory 6-6.5 = Good 7-7.5 = Very Good 8-8.5 = Excellent 
  



 

 

how appropriate the 
vocabulary is for the task  

  ü  
https://www.ipassielts.com/toolkit/vocab-statistics-
collocations 
 

Grammatical 
Range and 
Accuracy 

the range of structures used 
and how accurately it is used  

 ü   
Grammar is mostly appropriate. Be careful with 
consistency in verb tenses, prepositions, punctuation 
and articles. 
 
https://www.ipassielts.com/toolkit/grammar-articles 
 
https://www.ipassielts.com/toolkit/grammar-adjectives-
dependent-prepositions 
 
https://www.ipassielts.com/toolkit/grammar-verbs-and-
dependent-prepositions 
 
https://www.ipassielts.com/toolkit/grammar-punctuation 
 
https://www.ipassielts.com/toolkit/grammar-present-
perfect-past-simple 
 

how appropriate the structures 
are for the task 

  ü 
 

 

 
Overall marker’s comment 
A good report focusing on the requirements of the task. Consider adding more detail to compare and 
contrast the information and check for grammatical accuracy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Sample Answer – lower (171 words) 
 
This graph shows us information about consumer satisfaction and shopping methods from 500 consumers. Four methods are 
discussed, local shop, internet, supermarket and bought privately, and in all methods, the result is more positive than negative or 
neutral. 
 
It seems that shopping privately is the most positive way, because nearly 80% of consumers found this positive, so then only less 
than 15% were negative.  
 
The second most popular method of shopping is local shops. This way makes a lot of consumers feel positive about it, with at least 
two thirds feeling positive. Nearly 10% feel neutral, and just over 20% are negative. 
 
The third most popular method is supermarkets. Consumers who go to supermarkets are quite satisfied. Over 50% are feeling 
positive about it, which is more than are feeling negative, at about one third. Neutral is just over 10%. 
 
But the least popular method is the internet, because 46% of consumers say it is positive, but also 43% say it is negative. 12% say 
neutral, so positive is the minority. 
 
Tutor’s comments 
 
This is an adequate answer. It covers the main information, and a fair number of figures are included. It presents the information 
according to descending order of shopping method popularity. It compares some figures. The paragraphs help us to read it through 
clearly. Some range of language can be seen. 
 
Sample Answer – higher (222 words) 
 
The graph presents us with information about levels of consumer satisfaction in relation to four different shopping methods. The 
responses of 500 consumers were categorised positive, neutral or negative.  
 
For all four methods, the category of neutral is around 10%, although it is interesting to note that where a positive response 
declines, neutral appears to rise slightly. 



 

 

 
The greatest problem for consumers seems to be with internet shopping. With this method, less than half of the consumers report a 
positive response to their experience. These 46% of people are outnumbered by those feeling only neutral or actually negative. 
At the other extreme, buying privately, from people you know personally, seems the most successful method. Here, we can see 
over three quarters of people feeling positive about the experience, much higher than the small number of dissatisfied consumers – 
only 13%. 
 
Meanwhile, more traditional methods – local shops and supermarkets – seem to create average levels of satisfaction. Local shops 
are more successful than supermarkets: they create levels of satisfaction of approaching 70%, while supermarkets can only 
manage 56%. Additionally, local shops seem to be negative for just over 20% of their customers, and yet supermarkets cause 
problems for about a third of all their customers. 
 
In general terms, it appears that the more personal the shopping method, the more positive the experience is for consumers. 
 
 
Tutor’s comments 
 
This is a strong answer. The information about the four shopping methods is clearly presented in a logical and well-designed order. 
Figures are quoted selectively in percentages, and also, more importantly, compared and contrasted. Linking devices are used to 
guide the reader clearly through the information. A strong range of language is used and the text has been given a clear opening 
and brief but relevant conclusion. 
 
WRITING TIPS 
 

Ø With data like these, you may need to be selective: do not necessarily try to mention every possible number. 
 

Ø This is a language, not a statistics exam: try to explain the relations and proportions of the numbers. Make comparisons and 
contrasts between the methods of shopping and the levels of satisfaction among consumers. 

 
Ø Make sure you make some use of the different aspects of the information you have: the three categories of satisfaction, the 

percentages, the different shopping methods. 
 



 

 

Ø You can structure your answer according to the shopping methods, or the satisfaction, or combine them throughout your 
text. 

 
Ø Do not become over-imaginative! Do not start inventing reasons why things are as they are. 

 
 
 
 
 


